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OBJECTIVES:

. To inculcate aesthetic skills of the learners,. To apprise the learners about significance of Basant panchami.

. To enhance the creativity of the buddjng learners.

DESCRIPTIONI

"gring 1r nature'-r way of sayingr, let's faty/"
- Robin Williams

Tender and energetjc, delicate and vivid, spring is the living picture of the beginning of life.
Sasant Panchami is a festival that r|arks the arrival of sprjng, ceJebrated by people in various
ways dependifg on the region. It arso marks the start of preparation for Holi, which occurs
forty days later' To enabre rearners to know about the same, an Intra crass activity- Kalakriti:
Floraj Arrangement was conducted. The discussion was herd on importance of cerebration of
Basant Panchami and this was followed by an activity, wherein learners arranged
naturai/altificial frowers in different ways. They used decorative material rike ribbon, baskets,
net, etc They participated with great zear and enthusiasm. The bouquets were assessed on the
basis of creativity, competence and carmness. The best five bouquets were serected from each
section and out of them top fjve bouquets were awarded. All the bouquets were arranged at
the school reception to welcome the spring, The activity catered to aesthetic domain of the
learners, It gdve them an opporlunity to express their creativity. To sum up, it was an
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